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I. INTRODUCTION

TRIGA MARK K research reactor is designed for continuous operation at a steady
stale power level of 3000 kW (thermal) and for routine pulsing wifli reactivity insertions
of up to 1.4% Sk/k (S2.00) and maximum puising capability with 2% Sk& ($3.00). The
file] dement developed by GA contains Ztti moderator homogeneously combined with
enriched uranium. The unique feature of these fuel-modcratoi elements is the prompi
negative teroperanire coefficient. The amount of excess reactivity necessary for the
TRJGA reactor depends on tlic average fuel temperature and die maximum pulsing
capability to be obtained. Additional reactivity is aiio necessary to override the buildup
of xenon poisoning phis a moderate amount for fuel burciup and negative worth of
experiments. Because of the relatively modes! amount of asU (- 4 wt%) in the fuel-
moderator element, there appears lo be no metallurgical limit on the useful life of a
fuel-moderator dement. The fuel life dais tviU be determined by the reactivity needs of
the core. When addilional reactivity is needed, burnt fuel will be reshuffled. The
inherent control resulting from Ihe negative temperature coefficient provides the basic
safety control needed for the sudden insertion of positive reactivity.

The thermal limil for Ihe fuel is based on maintaining the integrity of the cladding
material and fuel moderator alloy. There are oilier factors on which tfic limit depends
namely die metallurgical properties oi the alloy, gas pressure in the cladding gap. The
reaclor can be operand in ciliicr a forced down (low mode at power levels up to 3000
kW or natural circulation mode at power levels up lo 500 kW. The heat generated in
the reactor core is transferred to a secondary water cooling system by a water to water
heat exchanger. The secondary system transfers ilie heal lo a cooling tower, where heat
is dissipated to the atmosphere, hi the natural convection mode the flow velocity was
assumed to be lfl/sec. During forced flow mode die primaiy cooling system is designed
to pump 3500 gallon of demincralized water per minute through the reactor core and
this is equivalent lo a flow velocity of 2S7.SS m-'sec.

An attempt has been made to investigate and analyze the various core parameters
reported in the Safety Analysis Report (SAR)' with the help of different computer
codes where possible ilie computed parameters have also been compared with the
available experimental results. The analysis for different parameters for the TRIGA
reactor as de cribed in different sections of SAR are reported in the following sections

II. CORE CRITICALJTY AND BLBNliP UFETIME

The core analysis was performed with the help of TRIGAP 2 computer code to obtain
information about (i) effective multiplication factor (K^,-), (ii) neutron flux distribution,
(iii) power distribution, and (iv) fuel buntup. The excess reactivity for the core as a
function of bumup has been calculated3. The core excess reactivity calculated at 50
watt power level was S10.267 and agreed well with the experimental value of $10.27 .
The variation of the K^a as a function of average bumup in percent of initial "^U is
shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows details of the initial fall of reactivity in relation to bumup
& equilibrium Xe and Sm poison buildup. It may be observed from Fig. 1 that for the
TRIGA core, K& experiences a sharp initial decrease due lo the buildup of Xe and
Sm. The concentralion of these fission product poisons strongly influence the reactivity
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and eventually reaches equilibi
from Fig. 2.

tout O.?°t> bum up of initial ^

AvcragcBuiiujp (%) MWh

Pig.1. MuItiplicalioa&eKiiasatunMonof % 2 DeUiU of the initial M of reactivity in
avenge burnup in % of initial "V. relation to bumup &Xe and Smtquffltuum.

This corresponds to approximately 1000 MWh (Fig. 3). It may tie mentioned here that
for the first 50 MWh the core was considered lo be Xenon free. During first 1000
MWh, the excess reactivity drop was S2.35 and for the next 1000 MWh, it was oniy
$0.28. This initial sharp fall is due to the buildup of equilibrium Xe & Sni as well as the
reactivUylossduetoheatingof fuel. One resullis in good agreement with GA projection.

MWi MWh

Fig.3.ExceKieaeOvity(S)ajanincfianofbuin Rg.4. Averagebiimupf»Mafcneoonofbumup
up (MWh) lor differenlbumup intervals. (MWh).

The excess reactivity as a function of burnup calculated wilh different bumup intervals
between reshuffling is shown in Fig. 4. Ii may be observed from this figure that after
few thousand MWhs the multiplication factor as a function of bumup changes slowly
and steadily till it reaches around 20000-25000 MWh. However, after this bitmap the
fall again becomes lebliveK sharper which tnejns ih.il this is .i nominal point for ttic
core life before the initial reloading step is needed. This point is ibund (o correspond
the 11-13% buniup of initial ™U. The GA projection to reach this point is 13% and
24000 MWh. At this point the initial core requires added reactivity to remain
operational at full power. It is possible to increase the core life time by more than 7%, if
(he fuel is rearranged after certaji period of operation. The best utilization of the fuel is
obtained if the core is reshuffled after every 20000 MWh which gives longest core life
of 64500 MWh. In the 20000 MWh reshuffling model the burnup percent recorded the
highest average bumup which is 32.98%. This is the equilibrium bumup value for the
core that is when this is reached the fuel should be removed from the core. The GA
projection for tliis value is 25-10%.
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A comparison of Ihe calculated values for temperature defect and Xenon value for
reactivity loss with those of experiment and SAR is given in Table I 1 . As seen from the
table, predicted values in the SAR exist only for the 3 MW power levcf and some of
them are not strictly defined. On the other hand experimental values are available only
for temperature defect. From lite operational log book, it was not possible to estimate
the reactivity drop due to Xenon build up because the reacior was never continuously
operated long enough to reach the equilibrium Xenon value. However, comparison
with values that are available shows a very good agreement.

Table I : Comparison of calculated values of temperature defect and Xenon value to
projected values and experimental values from Log Book.

Power

imv
(Temperature Deieet)

3MW
(Temperature Defect)

1MW
(Xenon value)

3MW
(Xenon value)

Calculated 1 SAR

1.13

1.97

2.97

2.97

Ak | Ak
(SI j (S)

1.32 j

I
4.06 3.43 to 5.14

3.20 ! 3.57

Experimental
Ap

1.02

3.64

III. POWER PEAKING FACTOR
A comparison of the calculated values of :he hot rod factors, axial peaking factors with
those reported in SAR is shown in Table II. In the SAR the total peaking factors
(multiplication of hot rod factor, axial peaking factor and radiai peaking factor) for the
compact core and Ihe core with central thimble arc 3.5 and 5.63 respectively. Il can be
observed thai the results of our calculations arc slightly lower than the values reported
in the SAR \ Probably the results can be improved if a better energy group structure is
used in a multidimensional diffusion code. It may be mentioned here that more
advanced studies using CTTATION5 and MCNP4B " computer codes are in progress.
Table D : Comparison between SAR values and our calculated values for fioi rod.

Type of
factors

Hot Rod
factors

Axial peaking
factors

Radial peaking
factors

Total peaking
factors

Compact Core

1.60

1.25

1.75

3.50

AR

Corew.th
central Thimble

1.70

1.25

2.65

5.63

CALCULATED

Compact Core

1.45

1.25

1.7399

3.15

Core with
central Thimble

1.58

1.25

2.5345

5.00
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IV. PROMPT NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

Two main effects contribute to the fuel temperature reactivity coefficient: Doppler
broadening and spectrum hardening. The Doppler effect is common to all reactors
containing "*[/ . The WIMS ' code is provided with evaluated resonance cross sections
tabulated with dependence of fuel temperature and sigma potential. They do not
depend significantly on the fuel lype and con, therefore, be used in TRIGA
calculations. The temperature coefficient a* of LEU fuel was calculated for three
different burnuns (0, lOOQMWd and MflOMWd) usiiifi W1MS-0/4 * Skirting from llie
cold (zero power) condition, the temperature of the fuel was raised in steps of 50 °C
steps. At each step the reactivity was calculated. The results of temperature dependence
of Of fot flie LEU Jut] ais shown in J-ig. 5.

o

o
/ - - '

ICO 200 300 iOO

^ ^ , SAStOMVW

^ - • WIMS 0 U W d

SAR 1000 MWd

^ - ^ T - WJMS 1000 MWfl

••****̂ , '\^S~-—~~ SAB 3 0 0 ° M W u

i ^ - ^ 3 T _ , - - WIMS 2000 MWd

550 600 ' 0 0

Fig. S. Tcmposaac coefScicnt for TRIGA LEU Fuel

In the SAK, the temperature coefficient of the core is given, while in our calculations
wilh WIMS, the unit cell was treated. Considering this limitation, the results yielded
satisfactory agreement. The temperature coefficient of the LEU-fuel core increases as a
function of fuel temperature because of the steadily increasing number of thermal
neuirans being pushed into the '" £r resonance. It is also seen ilial as the bumup
increases the temperature coefficient become;, smaller in magnitude and less dependent
on temperature.

V. NEUTRON FLUX

The TEIGAP code with the new library was used to calculate the fast and thermal flux
distributions *. The results are compared in Fig. 6 with the experimental values reported
in SAR . The agreement between calculated and Tneasured values of [henna! fluxes is
found to be excellent in all regions excluding the centraJ channel which is raiher
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difficult to calculate in this approximation. Unfortunately, direct comparison is possible
onhr for flic thermal flux because, in both cases, the energy boundaries Arc same.
Calculate! last flux cannot be compared with the experimental values of fast flux
distribution because of different group structures. la TRIGAP, flua fast flux is above
1.04 eV while in the SAR, the plotted fast flux is defined as the flax above 9 JceV.
Calculation for axial and radial flux distribution is going on by using (he computer code
CITATION and MCNP4B.

> 3 keV JSARj

* « <: 1 eV (SAB)

;* 16 20 2* 21 32 36 *> **

F&&
DISTANCE FROM THE CORE CENTER

nf ̂ lcufaterf fhis dktribalioii (TRIGAF) and projected fSAR>

VI. PULSE PERFORMANCE

Using the PULSXRI * compute)- code the peak power and the other parameters have
been calculated for a reactivity insertion of $2.00 assuming total peaking factor of 5..63
(SAR value) for different prompt neutron lifetime *. For TRIGA reactor pulse
operation by insertion 52.00 reactivity, the experimental results observed for the peak
power, prompt energy released and puke width were S52 MW, 1S.3 MW-sec and 4.43
msec [SAR Annexure D (0-4)]. On the basis of the results, h was found that the
calculated results closest to the experiment were obtained for the prompt neutron
lifetime of 43 i&cc. The calculated peak and average fuel centerlise temperatures were
84476 "C and 139.59 °C respectively and the maximum coolant temperature was
242.1 S "C Comparison between some calculated pulse parameters with the measured'
values reported in SAR are given in the tabic below.

Table HI; Comparison between aotnc calculated pulse parameters with the SAR values.

Pulse Parameters
PcakPbwsrtMW)

Prompt Energy (MW-sec)
Pulse Width (msec) 1

Reactor Period (msec)

SAR
852
18.3
18,6
4.43

Calculated
854.353
21.01

22
6,5
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VII. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

SA£C OMfflion of the reactor uncJcr transient conatio
^^rr^fl] hydraulic parjpi^t^rs of iJie reactor. T|ug study is expected to be heip^l to
analyze the reactor parameters for upgrading the present core configuration. Recently
some studies have been performed to analyze the thermal hydraulic behavior of liie
reactor considering the importance of it foe the gaiety of the reactor operating under
transient condition and the need to couple the hydraulic parameters with the neutronics
of the core. The study is expected to be helptul to analyse the reactor parameters for
upgrading the present cots confityiuiion. The impoctint pa/iuneten fiat hive been
studied are: (i) peak power and prompt energy released after pulse, (11) maximum fuel and
coolant tempers cures, (at) boiling iu\d subcooZcd boiling hes.t transfer co ŵ tEer", (iv) he&t
flux during pul&e opctstiou iv) time ami cadia! distribution ot tcinperarure widiin fijel
element after the puise, (vij fuel cladding gJp •J.itii vanauon during puise operation.

A value for the temperature that tiny be rejehed by (he cladding if film boiling occurs
was obtained by using the RAT 10 computer code which is reported in the SAR.. For
convenience, the calculations were m<idc using the initial peak fuel temperature of 1000°C
assuming a coolant flow velocity of lft/sec (30.48ciu/sei:), which is within the range of
flow velocities computed lor natural convection under various steady state conditions for
the TB1CA reacts. Tie tuiial mid JXISI powa disznbtiuoas (SAR Figs. 3-32 & 3-33, p.
3-37) considered for the transient ihermal calculation in TEMPUL33 (built in) is similar
to tnose wiuctt are used m ilAT cotic un^^r the assumption that [he tiieonai resistance
21 liie fuel cladding interface is nonexistent. A boiling heat transfer model (Fig. 1) was
used to obtain an upper limit for the cladding temperature rise, repotted in SAR. TIu's
calculation gave an upper hmit djdding temperature ot 760°C for a peak initial fuel
temperature of 1000=C (Fig. 8). The maximum cbddine wall temperature calculated by
TEMPUL is 702.3?"C for apeak fuel temperature of lOOO'C'.

% 1. Subcookd Boiling Heat Tunsfet for
Watta (SAK ftesencaaon)

Tempcratuxe difference of cladding inner and outer surfaces calculated by 1HMPUL is
stown in Fig. 10, which is not quite similar in shape with the RAT calculation (Fig. 9) ».
From RAT anaJjijis, however, mi taixnaxe of •170'C was made for the maximum
cladding temperature if film boiling occurs, which is very close to the value of ~ 500°C
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calculated byTEMl'UL and this rcmli is :II ̂ rcement with experimental value obtained
for cladding temperature of 400 - SOO'C tor f RIGA fuel elements which have operated
under film bailing conditions.

Fig. 9. Cladding Temperature Difference in Fuel Element (SAR PresenUQOa)

10000 r

0.01 0.1 1 10 100

EUVPSEOTIUE FSOM END OF PULSE (SEC)

Fig. 10. Cladding Temperature Difference in FUEI Element (TEMPUL Calculation)
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The fuel temperature distributions
TEMPUL calculated distribution i:
seems to be similar with almost san
time steps after the pulse '.

calculated by RAT is shown in Fig. 11 and the
shown in Fi^. 1-. The nature of both the curves
; values for maximum fiicl r̂ rnipw"3pj

800 1-

1 E«

200 j - —£.

000 j- J,r'.

1 /
j\

-

Finally, the heat flux into the \i
aie shown in Figs. 13 -14 respi
flux foe the RAT calculation
0.013sec from dw aid o / p d s
3.6x105 BTU/HR-FP OCCUr5 a

:er from die el iding calculated by RAT and TEMPUL
ively9- In this Imuung case, the maximum value of heat

6x10^ BTli /HR-FP where DNB occun only aftet
v,d ^:e TEMPUL ailculitsd DNB hex flux value h
ir 0.008sec after the pulse.
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0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 10C
ELAPSED TIME FROM END OF PULSE (SEC)

Fig. 14. Surface Heat Flux at midplane of TRIGA Fuel Element after Pulse

From the foregoing analysis, ii appears dial even for the extreme case of film boiling die
tcansienl diermal Hydraulicparsum-ico rJ<ul.ii.-.l l.y TKMPUI, code ngrrr fairly well with
thoie predicted by RAT code. This fact esublislies liie teluibility of the TEMPUL code
foe predicting the thermal hydraulic parameters of the TRIGA research reactor, opentiag
ijn^pr transient condition

VIII. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS

Thermal hydraulics analysis of the TRIGA Research Reactor reported in SAR under
sieady sole condition was carried out by TIGER computer axle. Using same input
parameters (SAR Table 3-7 &. 3-9), sieady state analysis of the TRIGA MARK II
Eesearch Reactor is underway through the computer code PARET a . The following
parameters arc being studied for bolh natural and forced convection modes : effect of
the inlet temperature, maximum and average fuel-cladding temperatures, heat flux
distribution, effect of tin; Sow rate, effect of die hot-rod factor, etc. The primary results
a n almost similar to the projected values of SAR. Comprehensive study to compare'
the calculated rcsuUs with the SAR is in final slagc.

IX. CONCLUSION

The Major nculronics parameter of the TIUGA MARK II reactor calculated through
different advanced computer codes arc found to be in fairly good agreement with the

SO watt is $10,267 compared to S10.27 experimental value. In case of core bumup
Sfetkos, our observation concludes that ii depends on the bumup ifltervai between two
rearrangements and it is possible to increase the core lifetime by more than 7% if the
&cl is rainaiged after certain period of operation. Reloading / Reshuffling is needed to
keep the operational at full power of 3MW at 25000 MWh i.e. 11-13% bumup of the
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initial m\J. reshitffling at 20000 M\Vh step gives the longest core life of the reactor
which is 64500 MWh. The highest average bumup that can be harnessed from this core
in. percent of ^LTis 32.981%. This is the equilibrium bumup values for the pare (GA
projection is 25-30%). The calculated value for total peaking factor is 5.29, slightly less
than the value given in SAR which, is 5.63. The temperature coefficient of LEU fuel
lias been calculated for three different bumup and the results yielded satisfactory
agreement The calculated thermal neutron flux distribution has an excellent agreement
to the projected values excluding regions of central channel.

From the analysis it is observed that pulsing of reactor inserting an excess reactivity of
$200 shoots the reactor power L-vcl to 854.353 MW and it produces a maximum fuel
temperature of S46.76 °C. However, this maximum temperature is much less than the
limiting maximum value of fuel temperature -1150 °C reported in SAR. It may be
commented that the maximum fuel temperature for the cladding watt during a pulse for
a given peak adiabau'c fuel temperature of 10u0 °C m 702.39 °C, whereas the reported
value in SAR is 760 °C for the same condition.
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